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Since differential operators transform to polynomials under Fourier transformation, 
it is interesting that the dynamical Lie brackets of Polsso~ and MORAL (~) can be recast 
in terms of functional equations (3). The entire class of solutions of these equations 
hence determines the entire class of Lie brackets. Then, the purpose of this note is 
to demonstrate briefly the relationship between dynamical theories and functional 
equations. For this purpose we restrict our considerations to functions analytic on 
the phase-space manifold and which also have compact support. To avoid unnecessary 
complication in notation, only one-dimensional motion will be considered. 
1. - Let {V: ], g, h .... } be the space of C o functions analytic on the phase-space 
manifold (p, q). Introduce the product 
(1) if 
• exp [i(,q + oq)p + i(fl 1 + fl2)q] d:qdfl~d,qdfl~, 
where ~" stands for Fourier transformation. (All the integrals are from --  co to + oo.) 
Theorem. V(+, o) is an associative algebra only for W(x)= exp [cx]. 
(1) T. F. JORDAN and E, 12. G. SUD~RSIIAN: Rev. Mod.  Phys. ,  33, 515 (1961). 
(') ACZEL: Lectures on /unctional equations and their applications, in  Mathematics in ~eienc¢ and 
Engineering, vol. t9  (New York, 1966). 
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Proo]. From the deflating equat ion  (1) we have  
(I og)~ h = (-~h.)~ W( ,~(~- -~t~) )  W(~(~t~- -~.~/~) ) .Y / (~.  t~)" 
• Sg(~2, /~)  b(~ + ~ - -  c~) ,~@ +/~ - -  ~).~- h(~.  ~) .  
-exp [i(c~ + ~,)p + i(fl ~, f13) q] d ,  dfl d% dill d~ dfl~ d~3 dfl~ = 
If -- (hk)"- IV(z) W(x - -  Y)J~](~l, /3t)Fg(~, /~)Yh(~a, fla)" 
.exp [i(~1 + az + a3)P + i(fll + fie + fl3)q]daldfllda:dflzda3dfl3. 
Here x, y, z s tand respect ively for Yk = h(o:iflj c~jfli), k = 1, 2, 3 and i . / ,  k cyclic. 
Similarly, 
] c (g o ]~) = i~t,)2 IV ( , : - / j )  |W(x)]](O~l,  f l l ) ]g (~2,  f l2 ) ]h( (z3 ,  f13) ° 
• cxp [ i (~ + =e + ~3)P+ i(fl~ 4- ft., 4- fl3)q]&z~dfl~d~2dfl,,d~3dfl3. 
If the mult ip l icat ion o is associative wc must  have  
W(z) W(x - -  y) = W(z y) W(x) . 
This funct ional  equat ion is precisely the product  of the two Cauchy equat ions (2) 
W(x - -  y) = IV(x) 1V(-- y) , W(z) W(- -  y) = W(z --  y) . 
Now since IV (x )= exp [(.x] is the only solution of the Cauchy funct ional  equat ion,  
the ~heorem is proved.  
As a corol lary it follows that  the commutator  
[/,g] =/og- -g~/  
fur ther  makes V a Lie algebra anti the  commutator  is a der ivat ion of V(4-,  o). Thus  
by  a suitable choice of the  constants  k and c the only two Lie brackets  will be 
1 
(2) It, ~3 = 
• exp [ i (~ + a~)p 4- i(flx 4- fl~) q] d~ dfl~ da~ dflz, 
where 
(3) 
2 sin x ,  
J I (x) = IV(x) I IV(-- x) = 2 sinh x 
are ant i symmetr ic  funct ions.  This reflects the ant i symmetry  of [], g]. 
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2. - Now consider the derivation property 
44) [/o g, h! = [!, h! o g + ! o [g, h]. 
Substituting their Fourier representations for the expressions and proceeding as in 
the theorem, we obtain the functional equation 
(5) W(z)  M(x  - -  y)  = W(z  - -  y)  M(x)  - -  W(z  - -  x) M(y)  
corresponding to the derivation property. (In writing this equation we have used the 
fact that M is antisymmetric.) Dividing throughout by W(z) and letting 




M(x - -  y) = M(x)L(y)  - -  M(y)T~(x) . 
This is Wilson's !tractional equation (~) whose only solutions are 
sin x,  
M(x) = sinh x .  
(Further it follows from the definition of M that L(x) = exp [cx].) Of course, these 
solutions are coincident with (3). 
3. - Consider functions analytic in the complex plane and let H be the algebra of 
these functions with respect o pointwise multiplication. Let I and m be linear func- 
tionals on H. Then RIIBEL obtained the continuous solutions of the ftmotional equation (a) 
t(!g) = l(])m(g) + m( l ) l (g) .  
NANDAKUMAR (4) further proved that these are the only solutions. We shah now con. 
sider Rubel's equation when H is replaced by the associative algebra V(+, o). 
Writing 
Adg(!) = [!,g] 
the derivation property (4) reads 
(6) Adh( /o  g) = Adh(/) o g + / o Adh(g). 
This is Rubel's equation with re(g)= g. 
,(') L. A. RUBEL: Funkeialaj Eleoaeiot, |0 ,  225 (1967). 
(') N. R. NAm)A~:  Proe..~mer. Math. Soe. (to appear). 
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Now observe that  ]og  may be simbolically written as 
1 
which is a nonlocal multipl ication. Hence. we notice that  ]Rubel's equation admits 
certain higher-order differential operators as solutions, when H is replaced by asso- 
ciative algebras of nonlocal products. (In the case of H the solution corresponds only 
to f irst-order differentiation.} 
4. - Using the series representat ion (7) in eq. (2) we find 
or  
2 / h . . . .  \ 
The former one is the Moyal bracket. Tile implication of the latter one is obvious from 
its integral form (2): when ore, of the functions has no Fourier t ransform but  has only 
a Laplace transform, the approp,' iate algebra representing the dynamics corresponds 
to the hyperbol ic sine bracket. 
Notice that  in the l imit b ~ 0 either bracket tends to the Poisson bracket and (6) 
reduces to Rubel 's  equation. But in this limit the product J o g becomes local, non- 
associative and divergent. Hence. ignoring the base algebra if one starts from the 
commutator  [/, g], eq. (5) can easily be seen to comprehend all the three Lie brackets:  
for, then, M(x)~ x and so from (3) W(x)= x]2 which are also solutions of (5). 
We are grateful to I)rs. A. SIMONI, ]~'. ZACCARIA and G. S. AGARWAL, for a cor- 
rection. Thanks are due to I)rs. S. R. VALI.URI and K. S. VISWANATHAN for kind en- 
couragement.  
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